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In recent years, as the fast developments of the application of police 
informatization and the full-scale establishment of the "Golden Shield" 
project, lots of creations about police system have been carried out, 
center on the actual decisions about the needs of intelligence analysis 
and sharing of information. However, there are problems of 
isolation,waste and low efficiency among categories and departments in 
intelligence issues because of the lacks of imformation communication. 
As a result, the limited funds could not be fully used, the information 
communication channels are not fully opened, analysis effeciency is low 
and the total effectiveness is not good. 
Modules are simple encapsulations of data and methods. In the police 
intelligence system, Modules are defined as the tools of the logical 
encapsulations of components and professions.They are the basically 
elements of applications. Via Modules and component methods we can create 
a relatively isolated issue processing logic, and create a comparatively 
complete application with other Modules in a loosely-coupled way. Via the 
analysis about the logic of police issues to establish varies Modules and 
via components to create the information analysis systems about varies 
departments in the purpose to promote the effectiveness and resources 
sharing and to save the funds. 
This dissertation introduces the method of Modules and 
Transactionware, designs and realizes the police intelligence system 
based on Modules and Transactionware. So this article provides the 
parameters of the design objective, the technical framework, the system 
structure, the constitution of the platform functions and the actual 
methods of applications of the basical-Moduled police intelligence system, 













the police intelligence system. 
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